Purpose: To test the use of well-studied and widely used classification methods alongside newly developed data-filtering techniques specifically designed for imbalanced-data classification in order to demonstrate proof of principle for an automated radiation therapy (RT) quality assurance process on prostate cancer treatment. Methods: A series of acceptable (majority class, n = 61) and erroneous (minority class, n = 12) RT plans as well as a disjoint set of acceptable plans used to develop features (n = 273) were used to develop a dataset for testing. A series of five widely used imbalanced-data classification algorithms were tested with a modularized guided undersampling procedure that includes ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling. Results: Hybrid methods including either ensemble-outlier filtering or both filtering and normalized-cut sampling yielded the strongest performance in identifying unacceptable treatment plans. Specifically, five methods demonstrated superior performance in both area under the receiver operating characteristics curve and false positive rate when the true positive rate is equal to one. Furthermore, ensemble-outlier filtering significantly improved results in all but one hybrid method (p < 0.01). Finally, ensemble-outlier filtering methods identified four minority instances that were considered outliers in over 96% of cross-validation iterations. Such instances may be considered distinct planning errors and merit additional inspection, providing potential areas of improvement for the planning process. Conclusions: Traditional imbalanced-data classification methods combined with ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling provide a powerful framework for identifying erroneous RT treatment plans. The proposed methodology yielded strong classification performance and identified problematic instances with high accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Radiation therapy (RT) is a critical component of cancer treatment. RT includes the usage of focused, directed radiation to treatment areas with the goal of killing cancerous cells while maintaining the integrity of healthy tissue. 1 Thus, cancer treatment through RT is a delicate process that demands substantial clinical expertise and investment of human capital. The planning of RT treatments may potentially require days from plan conception to final approval before treatment is delivered. 2 In particular, the review of RT plans, called quality assurance (QA), is a meticulous process requiring significant time and attention to detail, placing considerable burden on clinical personnel. Failure to meet clinically established guidelines may result in decreased patient outcomes, 3, 4 further emphasizing the criticality of the review process. Moreover, even the most simple treatment plans undergo manual review, taxing the limited human resources that are available. Erroneous RT plans require additional resources to correct and generate new plans. In spite of the importance of this problem, developing a procedure for an automated RT review process remains an open problem because of the analytical difficulties described later in this document.
Data mining techniques, more specifically, classification methods, can be used to automate QA. Such methods would, through the review of patient characteristics and RT plan data, classify treatment plans as either acceptable or erroneous. Unfortunately, conventional classification methods are poorly designed for RT QA largely due to the nature of RT plan creation, which generates a dataset with a very high imbalance between acceptable and erroneous plans. This imbalance exists because, although the overwhelming majority of the space of RT plans consists of erroneous plans, the majority of the data collected consists of acceptable, rather than erroneous, plans. Specifically, erroneous plans are infrequent because of the time and care required to create the RT plans; moreover, the current practice in the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre dictates that unacceptable plans are modified or discarded, rendering them unavailable for analysis (i.e., only the final accepted plans are routinely are saved). Subsequently, as conventional classification methods are designed to minimize the number of misclassified instances over training data, these methods are highly likely to classify the overwhelming majority of, if not all, erroneous RT plans as acceptable. We therefore propose a framework for the application of imbalanced-data classification methods on prostate cancer radiation therapy plan data and demonstrate its feasibility on a clinical dataset.
1.A. Previous work

1.A.1. Treatment plan QA
Two intertwined parts of the QA process are the region of interest (ROI) contours and the plan itself. There is a growing body of work on automated contour QA; 5, 6, 7 these works are traditionally followed by the plan review process. Work on automated treatment plan QA has been more limited. Most of the previous work on automated treatment plan QA focuses on manually specified rules or independent statistical analysis in comparison to norms, for example, mean heart dose less than X, minimum target dose greater than Y. 8, 9 Yang and Moore 9 developed a computer application to carry out the majority of verification tasks performed by physicists in the QA process using hard-coded rules. The system was designed to reduce the set of human-driven logical comparisons. Furhang et al. 8 describe an error detection algorithm based on comparing data in treatment plans to previously observed statistical norms for individual features. Moore et al., 10 and later Tol et al., 11 used knowledge-based DVH predictions to assess quality by comparing the obtained plan to the predicted dose levels. The result is a set of individual scores for each ROI. However, many plans will meet some checks and not meet others, but still be acceptable (or even optimal) depending on the patient's anatomical geometry. 5, 12, 13 Thus, there is a need to examine all of the features together.
Azmandian et al. 14 used unsupervised k-means with eight features per plan: beam energies, monitor units, and the radiation fields. Erroneous plans are any plans with a distance greater than a threshold from the observed k-means centroids. They carried out their evaluation on a set of 1650 prostate cancer patients, using manually created synthetic errors by deviating on each feature. Geometric and dosimetric features from ROIs were not included. Kalet et al. 13 describe a similar approach using Bayesian networks where they examine a broad range of clinical variables including tumor location, the number of beams, the technique, etc. They evaluate their method on a set of manually created synthetic errors across breast, lung, and brain RT, and show comparative results to manual performance. Their study focused on data available in the radiation oncology information system and was thus unable to additionally assess features based on ROI shape and dose distribution conformity. They were also limited in the number of features that could be analyzed due to limitations in having to learn or manually specify the Bayesian network topology. El Naqa 15 describes a method for using one-class SVM to detect erroneous plans simulated by adding different levels of Gaussian noise to the data. The work was similar to Kalet et al., 13 in which any unseen plan was assumed to be an error. This is the first work to adopt a combinational approach with both supervised and unsupervised learning designed specifically to handle the class imbalance problem in RT QA. Each of the previously mentioned methods adopts an unsupervised approach where rare data points (plans sufficiently dissimilar from the body of accepted plans) are declared as erroneous; this is rational given that rejected plans are not routinely recorded, thus creating a data void. Consequently, and as previously noted, supervised techniques are difficult to apply due to the resulting severe class imbalance. Thus, supervised learning strategies and the consequences of different approaches for dealing with class imbalance remain unexplored.
This work is also the first to evaluate performance on data that includes plans identified as having an error by a human reviewer as part of the standard QA review process. This is important because it allows exploration into how our methods perform in the presence of real-world scenarios. Furthermore, the inclusion of these errors is critical because of their juxtaposition with synthetically created errors. Specifically, these errors become critical when analyzed in the context of unsupervised learning methods, a topic which is explored in Section 5.B.
1.A.2. Imbalanced data classification
Imbalanced data classification has received ample attention in recent years, with applications including medical diagnosis, 16 advanced manufacturing, 17 and fraud detection, 18 among others. To address imbalance, researchers have adapted traditional methods to overcome the tendency to misclassify minority instances. These adapted methods include, but are not limited to, support vector machines 19, 20, 21 (SVM), neural networks, 19 and decision trees. 22, 23, 19, 24 A robust literature review of imbalanced data classification is beyond the scope of this work; for such a review, we refer the reader to Sun et al. 25 Specific to this work are the more recent developments of Sung et al., 26 who developed a guided undersampling methodology for imbalanced data classification. This algorithm, which integrates advanced filtering techniques and data classification methods into a single process, yielded significant performance gains when compared with methods frequently used for imbalanced-data classification. In this work, Sung et al. 26 were the first to introduce normalized-cut clustering as an imbalanced data sampling method and to modify ensemble-outlier filtering for use in imbalanced data classification.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.A. Radiation therapy treatment
In this study, error classification was based on RT for lowto intermediate-risk prostate patients. For all patients, clinical treatment plans were generated with Pinnacle 3 treatment planning system (Phillips, Madison, WI, USA) and treated with a prescribed dose of 7800 cGy in 39 fractions using volumetric arc radiation therapy (VMAT). Patients were consecutively planned and treated between 2011 and 2013 at the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre. All patients were treated according to institutional protocols and no exclusion criteria were used to select the data for this study.
2.B. Patient and RT plan features
We first extract a set of image, dose, and ROI features from each plan. The image and ROI features include the shape, texture, and appearance of each ROI as outlined by McIntosh et al. 5 The plan features are extracted at the control point, beam, fraction group, and total plan level. Control point features include the gantry angle, source to surface distance, couch angle, collimator angle, and area. Beam features include the beam energy, the delivery type, and the beam monitor units (MUs), in addition to a modulation complexity score, 27 which takes into account the shape, aperture size, and weighting of the segments of the modulated beams. Fraction group features include the number of unique angled beams, the number of non-zero MU beams, the total MU, and the number of fractions planned. Finally, plan features include the total MU, the number of fraction groups, a histogram of the dose, and dose features extracted from the external ROI and by converting the dose into isocontours at the 30%, 50%, and 88% of prescription isodose levels and using the ROI features from McIntosh et al. 5 Furthermore, since plans can have a variable number of control points, beams, and fraction groups, a bag-of-words model is used with sparse auto-encoders 28 to learn dictionaries for each of the respective data types. The final features are then represented as a histogram of the observed dictionary words, one feature for each word. Learning the bag-of-words models is unsupervised. This feature development process resulted in a dataset in which each instance consisted of 1501 features comprising: control point features (60 features); fraction group (40 features); beam (61 features); plan (four features); dose histogram (100 features); dose isocontour, external, and ROI features (1236 features). 5 
2.C. RT plan instances
The dataset consists of 334 majority instances, plans accepted following QA, and 12 minority instances. Of these 12 instances, seven were actual RT plans rejected via the conventional QA process for having errors or being clinically unacceptable (instances 6-12); the remaining five instances (instances 1-5) consisted of plans augmented with synthetic dosimetric errors created by a medical physicist. The seven non-synthetic errors were plans that were deemed acceptable by the dosimetrist (treatment planner) and made available for review; however, during plan review by the medical physicist and/or radiation oncologist, the plans were deemed unacceptable or requiring improvement. The synthetic instances contain synthesized errors emulating the clinically observed error from instance 8 ( Fig. 1 ). These synthetic errors were chosen to test how well the system could capture a prolific error. The authors, therefore, chose an error which was a persistent challenge for treatment planners.
Of the 334 majority instances, 273 were used in the feature development described above. These instances were deemed unfit for testing, as they presented opportunities for potential bias; therefore, they were only used as training data. It should be noted that the imbalance of acceptable to erroneous plans is due primarily to the manner in which such data are collected. Specifically, the current practice in the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre dictates that unacceptable plans are modified or discarded, rendering them unavailable for analyses such as this. Therefore, the final accepted plans are the only ones that routinely are saved.
2.D. Proposed methods
Our methods build on the methodology developed by Sung et al., 26 a key outcome of which was the development of an imbalanced-data classification algorithm which used a guided undersampling method combined with support vector machines. This methodology may be viewed as a modular process, so that each module may be studied closely. Moreover, such a modularization allows for pairing with new classification techniques for additional performance gains.
The core modules of our framework that enhance the predictive power of established imbalanced classification methods are two filtering techniques: ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling. Ensemble-outlier filtering aims to remove outlier instances in both the majority and minority classes. Normalized-cut sampling uses a clustering method to identify a subset of majority instances that maintains the distribution across the feature subspace defined by the majority instances, and thus ensures that the sample is an accurate representative of the greater majority class. By combining both steps we create a procedure which identifies a robust representation of both the majority and minority classes, giving the best opportunity to create an accurate decision boundary.
2.D.1. Guided undersampling modules
Ensemble-outlier filtering: The removal of outliers, those entries in the training data whose class is different than the majority of entries with similar features, is a common and critical component of classification. The presence of outliers impairs the performance of classification methods; 29 therefore, several conventional outlier filtering methods have been developed to remove outliers from the data. 30 However, in imbalanced datasets, conventional outlier filtering techniques are prone to produce poor results. 26 One explanation for such behavior is that the objective of conventional outlier filtering is to minimize the number of misclassified instances, which will perform poorly when the ratio of majority instances to minority instances is very high because most minority instances will be identified as outliers. To address this shortcoming, Sung et al. 26 proposed a modified ensemble outlier filtering technique in which the training set of each classifier in the ensemble is balanced. This yields strong performance in the detection of both majority and minority outliers.
Given training data T = T maj ∪ T min , with imbalance ratio k ¼ jT maj j jT min j , do the following:
1. Partition T maj into k subsets of equal size, the cardinality of each being equal to jT min j, and construct k distinct training subsets, each comprised of T min and one subset of T maj . 2. Train k generic SVM classifiers [Eqs. (2) and (3)], one on each training subset. 3. Predict the class of every instance in T using the majority voting scheme, where an instance is assigned to a given class if it is classified as such at least k 2 times in the previous step. 4. Remove outliers, the entries whose predicted class differs from their true class, from the original training set.
It should be noted that this process may remove outliers not only from the majority class but also from the minority class. While this behavior may appear counterintuitive, it has been shown to increase classification performance for imbalanced datasets. 26 Although minority instances appear to be a scarce, and therefore a valuable portion of the data, minority outliers should be removed because they are high-leverage points which will exhibit undue influence on the classifier.
Normalized-cut sampling: Traditional undersampling methods on imbalanced datasets sample the majority instances to achieve balance between the minority and majority sets. However, if the undersampling process is performed incorrectly, it will lead to an inaccurate decision boundary on the regions where no instances are selected. To address this possibility, Sung et al. 26 proposed undersampling the majority instances in a manner that preserves their distribution across the feature subspace defined by the majority instances, thus ensuring that the sample is an accurate representative of the greater majority class.
The normalized-cut sampling method undersamples the majority class so that the number of sampled majority instances is equal to the number of minority instances. This technique utilizes Shi and Malik 31 's normalized-cut segmentation to group the majority instances into a prespecified number of approximately balanced clusters. Using the procedure developed by Sung et al., 26 it uses these clusters to develop a well-represented majority-class subset comprised of the medoid of each cluster. Given training data T = T maj ∪ T min , with M ¼ jT min j, normalized-cut sampling is as follows: nodes. Set edge lengths between each node-pair (i, j) as.
2. Initialize an empty cluster set C.
3. For k = 1, . . . , MÀ1 do 3.a. Using 31 's procedure, bipartition the graph G k into two clusters C k1 and C k2 and add these two clusters to C. 3.b. Construct a new graph G k+1 which includes only the instances in the cluster from C with maximum cardinality. Denote this cluster as C max . 3.c. C = C∖C max 4. Return as the sample of majority instances the set consisting of the medoid of each cluster in C.
2.D.2. Base classification methods
As stated in Section 2.D, a key advantage of the modularization of the guided undersampling process is the ability to pair with various classification techniques. To quantify how this new modularized sampling procedure works in concert with well-studied and widely used methods for imbalanced data classification, we build upon the following methods: raw-data SVM 32 (RawSVM), cost-sensitive SVM 33 (CSSVM), random-undersampling SVM (RandSVM), synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) SVM, 34 and borderline synthetic minority oversampling technique (BSMOTE) SVM. 35 Because each of these methods uses SVM as a classifier, we provide a brief description of the SVM algorithm and each of the canonical imbalanced classification methods below.
Given a set of training data (x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . ,m with features x i 2 R n and class label y i 2 fÀ1; 1g, we solve the following quadratic optimization problem to obtain a classification boundary:
where w is a weight vector, ξ i is the error in classifying sample i, c is the cost or penalty parameter placed on the error, and / is a function which maps the input space to a feature space. The optimal solution requires the calculation of a series of inner products 〈/(x), /(x 0 )〉. To calculate these inner products, we utilize the radial basis kernel function K:
where c is the kernel parameter. Building on SVM, there are many different techniques to handle imbalanced data. RawSVM is SVM applied directly to the RT plan data. 32 CSSVM is a modified SVM algorithm for imbalanced-data classification in which a higher penalty is placed on misclassified minority instances than on misclassified majority instances. 33 Common practice is to set the cost parameters such that the cost ratio between the majority and minority classes is equal to the imbalance ratio. 36 RandSVM is an SVM algorithm in which the imbalance ratio is reduced or eliminated by randomly undersampling the majority instances. It should be noted that in all of these methods, the set of minority instances remains unchanged, in contrast to methods such as SMOTE and BSMOTE SVM, which oversample minority instances.
SMOTE SVM utilizes an SVM algorithm after the minority instances are oversampled by generating synthetic minority instances via a randomized k-nearest neighbors technique. 34 BSMOTE SVM is a similar algorithm in which minority instances are oversampled using a borderline synthetic oversampling technique. 35 This process is similar to the procedure defined by Chawla et al., 34 with the primary difference being an emphasis on oversampling the borderline instances of the minority class. After the synthetic data are generated in both SMOTE and BSMOTE SVM, the data are combined with the majority and minority class data and fed directly into generalized SVM for training.
2.D.3. Hybrid approaches
Each of the base classification methods in Section 2.D.2 was implemented in isolation, paired individually with each of the modules in Section 2.D.1, and combined with both of these modules simultaneously (Table I ). For example, by combining ensemble-outlier filtering, normalized-cut sampling, and RawSVM, we obtain the method we denote as E-N-RawSVM. It should be noted that not all modules and classification techniques are compatible. As an example, RandSVM and normalized-cut sampling are both undersampling methods and cannot be trivially combined.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The following paragraphs describe the experimental design for analysis. It is important to note that all analyses were conducted in the complete absence of any information in regard to patient types, specific RT plan errors, or any other identifying information. Specifically, authors 1, 2, and 4 performed the experiments with no prior knowledge of characteristics of the data; such information was provided by 
Medical Physics, 45 (4), April 2018 authors 3, 5, and 6 only after the fact. This point is noteworthy because such anonymity protects the integrity of procedures such as unsupervised learning, as described in Section 4.C. Each of the hybrid methods underwent a fourfold crossvalidation procedure, which includes parameter tuning. This training and tuning process was designed specifically for robustness. First, the creation of large cross-validation folds guarantees the presence of sufficient minority instances to minimize variance. While it may be intuitive to use leaveone-out cross-validation, this approach led to dramatic variation in performance of both parameter tuning and model training based on the presence or absence of specific minority instances.
Second, the designed methodology implements a gridsearch within the cross-validation loop to determine c and c parameters that are robust to changes in the other. Specifically, we select the c value which obtains the highest average area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot over all possible c values. The c value is chosen in the same manner. This parameter tuning is particularly important because SVM prediction models are highly sensitive to changes in parameters. 37, 38, 39 To measure the classification performance, we use three primary performance measures. The first measure is the AUC of the ROC curve. The ROC curve is generated by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) at various values of the false positive rate (FPR). AUC is a metric widely used in classification to test predictive performance. 40 This metric is of particular importance in imbalanced data classification, as it accounts for performance when misclassification of minority instances is disallowed. A superior classification model will have a higher average true positive classification rate for a given false positive classification rate. The second and third performance measures are the false positive rate when the true positive rate is equal to either 0.8 (FPR-0.8) or one (FPR-1), respectively. To minimize potential harm to the patient, the classification model must be operated with little to no room for error.
RESULTS
The cross-validation and tuning procedure was repeated 50 times on the dataset for each hybrid method; each repetition tested the method on a different randomly selected partition of the data. Performance measures are shown in Table II . Hybrid methods including either ensemble outlier filtering or both filtering and normalized-cut sampling demonstrated the strongest performance both in AUC and FPR-1 (Table III) . The results of the former group show the potential value of ensemble-outlier filtering in isolation.
4.A. Rank differences between hybrid methods
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was utilized to test whether the average AUCs (Table III) and average FPR-1s (Table IV) differed within pairwise comparisons of methods. The Bonferroni correction was applied to account for multiple simultaneous comparisons. For AUC, each method is compared with the method with the maximum AUC (E-N-BSMOTE); similarly, for FPR-1, each method is compared to the method with minimum FPR-1 (E-RawSVM).
Seven methods, including E-N-BSMOTE, yield statistically similar (p > 0.0067) AUC results which are superior to the other methods at the a = 0.1 level, each of which includes either ensemble-outlier filtering or both filtering and normalized-cut sampling (Table III) . Similarly, there are five statistically similar (p > 0.0067) methods in FPR-1, each having either ensemble-outlier filtering or both filtering and normalized-cut sampling (Table IV) . It is noteworthy to mention that five hybrid methods achieve excellent performance for both AUC and FPR-1. These methods are as follows: E-RawSVM, E-CSSVM, E-N-BSMOTE, E-N-SMOTE, and E-NRawSVM.
4.B. Ensemble-outlier filtering impact
The consistently strong performance of methods using ensemble-outlier filtering merits additional inspection. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test with the Bonferroni correction was again implemented to test the pairwise differences between corresponding methods with and without ensembleoutlier filtering to test the hypothesis that ensemble-outlier filtering always results in increased performance. The null hypothesis in each test is that Method 1 has higher (lower) average AUC (FPR-1) than Method 2.
The results of these tests demonstrate that ensemble-outlier filtering either improves performance, or at least does not diminish performance, both in terms of average AUC and average FPR-1 (Table V) . Each test is passed at the a = 0.1 level with the exception of RandSVM for FPR-1.
4.C. Analysis of minority outliers
If a set of minority instances is classified as outliers in the bulk of experiments, these instances may indicate systematic QA errors. It should be noted that a specific minority instance in an n-fold cross-validation procedure can be removed up to nÀ1 times per replication. In our case, each of the 12 minority instances can be removed up to three times.
As shown in Table VI , four minority instances (instances 6, 8, 11, and 12) were removed in at least 96.67% of their respective cross-validation iterations, with three being removed as outliers in every cross-validation loop where they appeared in the training data. This resulted in an average of 3.18 total minority instances removed in each cross-validation loop from a training set of size 9. For reference, an average of 7.32 majority instances were removed per cross-validation loop from a training set of average size 288.25. As previously stated, minority instances have been viewed in the past as precious, leading researchers to value such data immensely. However, as the results show, these entries may be viewed as high-leverage outliers and removing them improves performance (with statistical significance). An additional benefit of detecting minority outliers is that the highly removed minority instances may provide a focal point for additional inspection into the QA review procedure to identify flaws in the process or areas of potential improvement (e.g., highlighting the need to collect/generate more samples of a given treatment plan error).
DISCUSSION
The delivery of RT for the treatment of cancer is a complicated process that requires both clinical and technical expertise to ensure safety and effectiveness. The QA process relies considerably on the vigilance of the multidisciplinary team to review and assimilate complex data from different sources. Human vigilance is effective in the treatment planning QA process in 80% of cases 41 and for preventing treatment incidents in 98% of cases. 42, 43 As a result, suboptimal treatment plans, which have the potential to result in a significant detriment to the patient, may be used clinically. Several studies have shown RT plans, which deviate from established QA guidelines, result in worse patient outcomes. 3, 4 Therefore, the current RT process requires substantial multidisciplinary QA resources to reduce the likelihood of errors and to ensure a high standard of patient care.
Errors in the RT plan can lead to mistreatment of patients and also result in direct costs for introducing delays in patients receiving treatment due to errors that necessitate plan rework and reoptimization. The ability for classification algorithms to better utilize the vast clinical RT data available provides a mechanism for standardizing and continuously improving the quality of plans by correlating individual treatment planning with plans of known high quality and safety. The primary goal of the present work is the proof of principle of a novel method for error detection in the presence of data imbalance. As highlighted above, treatment-related errors are costly and a comprehensive quality assurance process is mandated for all patients receiving RT. Clearly, clinically acceptable RT plans are much more frequent than RT plans with errors; therefore, the method presented is particularly relevant for the clinical data typically captured in RT.
Although the primary focus of this effort was the development of a proof of principle for error detection in the presence of substantial class imbalance, it is of critical importance to mention the feasibility of application. Acknowledging the fact that the specific characteristics of acceptable RT plans may vary among institutions, the methods discussed herein show potential to be directly integrated in the routine clinical RT plan QA process. These algorithms are computationally inexpensive and can be easily implemented on most standard workstations. Therefore, given sufficient data and pending further evaluation, the implementation of the methods discussed here should prove feasible.
The results of this analysis are promising due to the relatively small number of samples available (61 majority and 12 minority instances). As additional data are collected, we expect that the methodology discussed here will be strengthened. The modularized approach allows for the creation of new hybrid methods. Modularized guided undersampling has proved itself an effective technique in the cases studied here and merits additional review as both new sampling methodologies and imbalanced data classification techniques come to light.
Although there are classification methods that optimize AUC, for example, Performance SVM 40 and RankOpt, 44 these methods were deemed unfit for inclusion in this analysis. Performance SVM is unfit due to its computationally expensive kernel function, which would require months of runtime for cross-validation, rather than hours used by our current radial kernel function. Correspondingly, a linear kernel function produced results comparable to all other hybrid methods in computational time, but consistently ranked last in both AUC and FPR-1. RankOpt does not currently have an implementation available to the public.
5.A. Performance of Hybrid Methods
While normalized-cut sampling in the absence of ensemble-outlier filtering produced strong performance in Sung et al., 26 the results in Section 4.A show that the relative performance of hybrid methods exclusively including this module did not perform as well in this context. This result is likely due to the distance-based graphs generated in the normalized-cut sampling process as distance measures exhibit changes in behavior when changing from low to highdimensional spaces. 45 Therefore, care should be taken when considering implementing this module for high-dimensional cases such as RT QA.
Our results support and extend the results found by Sung et al., 26 who found that the combination of ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling with basic SVM yields strong imbalanced data classification on 11 open imbalanced data sets. The results from Section 4.A suggest that an RT QA process should, at the very least, include ensemble-outlier filtering regardless of the chosen classification method. Section 4.B implies that, since ensemble-outlier filtering is a computationally inexpensive technique and produces such strong results, it can be implemented with no risk of performance decrease. Thus, this technique should be considered in any future imbalanced-data classification contexts in RT QA.
5.B. Minority outliers
As stated in Section 4.C, the frequency with which specific outliers are removed from the training data may yield unique insight into the QA process. Ensemble-outlier filtering was applied with anonymity; all investigation of frequently removed outliers occurred after the fact. The proposed methodology, implemented by authors 1, 2, and 4, found that minority instances 1-5, 7, 9, and 10 were either infrequently or never marked and removed as outliers. The remaining four minority instances, 6, 8, 11, and 12, were removed in at least 96% of cross-validation iterations. Authors 5 and 6 then provided specific characteristics of these instances, as found in Table VII . Examples of the errors are also shown in Fig. 1 .
Instances 1-5 were all synthetic plans generated specifically for this analysis. These synthetic instances consisted of RT plans that had previously undergone QA and were deemed acceptable and subsequently altered to include a specific error. Specifically, the errors in instances 1-5 emulate the error in instance 8, where the distribution of dosage did not conform to the expected distribution, but the magnitudes of the errors in the former instances are smaller. Instances 7, 9, and 10 each described patients with prosthetic hips. Finally, instances 6, 11, and 12 do not share many significant qualitative characteristics with the remaining nine minority instances; each is its own distinct error.
With this context in mind, we make the following three observations. First, we note that instance 8 was marked as an outlier in 100% of cross-validation iterations where it appeared in the training data. This outcome is explained by the relation among instances 1-5 and 8, where each are of the same error type but the errors in the former five instances are less severe. This observation validates the outcomes of the ensemble-outlier filtering procedure. The second observation is similar to the first, where instances 6, 11, and 12 were marked as outliers in over 96% of cross-validation iterations. This occurred because of the lack of characteristics that these three instances share with the remaining nine. Therefore, we posit that RT plans with errors such as these should be sought out and included in future analyses.
The most noteworthy takeaway from this analysis is that a framework including guided undersampling methods can find new types of outliers/errors, a procedure known as novelty detection, with strong in-practice performance. This is demonstrated by the strong performance of our methods specifically in terms of the metric FPR-1. The FPR-1 performance metric is the percentage of acceptable plans which are misclassified as erroneous when the classification threshold is set such that all erroneous plans are correctly classified. Therefore, any minority instances appearing in the testing data when discussed in the context of FPR-1 are explicitly classified correctly as erroneous plans (at the expense of misclassifying a larger amount of majority class instances). The achieved false positive rate of 18% is particularly remarkable because instances 6, 8, and 11 were never used to train the SVM, as they were always removed by the ensemble-outlier filter. However, when these instances appeared in the testing data, they were classified correctly because of the strict FPR-1 requirements. Nonetheless, given the conservative requirements of the FPR-1, which are such that no erroneous plans may be misclassified, the percentage of acceptable plans requiring manual review due to being classified as erroneous (18%) is substantially lower than the current practice (which is to manually review 100% of the RT plans). We can, therefore, conclude that our method is highly effective in detecting new types of errors.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduced statistical techniques that successfully identified erroneous RT treatment plans for prostate cancer patients in the presence of severe class imbalance. Both ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling showed substantial utility in their application to well-studied and widely used techniques for imbalanced data classification. Specifically, ensemble-outlier filtering in isolation and the pairing of filtering and normalized-cut sampling generated the best results, both in terms of AUC and FPR-1. With a single exception, ensemble-outlier filtering always improves classification performance.
Ensemble-outlier filtering also demonstrated usefulness as a tool to conduct novelty detection, even in the context of extremely conservative analyses. Such an analysis could prove useful by highlighting newly encountered errors, enabling the medical team to investigate any procedural deficiency that may have been the cause. These techniques are computationally inexpensive and can be implemented to reduce manpower investment at minimal cost. We therefore conclude that ensemble-outlier filtering and normalized-cut sampling alongside established imbalanced data classification methodologies form a valuable framework for automated RT plan quality assurance.
This work is a first step toward automated QA using clinically rejected plans. As this work develops a proof of principle of a novel method, clinical validation, and wide-scale applicability needs to be more rigorously evaluated, which is outside the scope of this work. The ultimate application of this method is integration into the clinical review process to add automation with the goal of decreasing workload and to provide reviewers with additional data to aid their clinical decisions.
The current study uses data retrospectively mined from the conventional clinical process for training and testing. As such, limitations exist, which is often the case with machine learning efforts in RT. One such limitation is the possibility that a better plan exists for a given patient and that there will be variation in quality depending on dosimetrist (treatment planner) experience and expertise. However, this is often the consequence of using clinical data without having complete control of the data acquisition. Plans in the majority class were of sufficient quality that both the medical physicist and treating radiation oncologist deemed them appropriate for the given patient. Aside from the expected variation in quality that is associated with the clinical process, the plans are consistent based on the planning protocol, treatment technique, and clinical objectives as these did not vary over the course of the data acquisition process.
Therefore, a key limitation of this work is the inability to assess the quality of an RT plan beyond a binary prediction. Improving specific components of an RT plan via knowledge-based techniques has been shown to substantially increase plan quality. 10, 11, 12 However, the implementation of such techniques with the goal of optimizing the RT plan as a whole would entail a paradigm shift in the manner in which cancer centers gather and store data. We conclude that a binary classification of erroneous plans remains the best feasible A natural extension of this work is to evaluate these methods across data from multiple institutions, although there are two key challenges. First, as it stands, the experts at one institution may reject plans from another. It is difficult to share their expertise, and thus plan in a homogeneous way across the world. Ideally all institutions would pool data, but even then the class imbalance problem addressed here would still be of critical importance. The second challenge is the practical issue of data privacy in large-scale multi-institutional studies. Our future work is to investigate distributed learning models where our feature extraction engine would gather anonymized features from multiple institutions for centralized training or fully distributed learning where the model would train from many centres without having to retransmit features or data.
